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INTRODUCTION 
All groups considered in this paper are finite. If A is a non-empty finite 
set, let IA( denote the number of distinct elements in A. If n is a positive 
integer and n:=, pp’ = n is the factorization of n into distinct prime powers, 
let w(n) = k. If XE G, h, = IGl/lG,(x)l d enotes the number of elements in 
the conjugacy class of x. For a group G, let a(G) = max{ w(h,) ) x E G} and 
b(G)= {p Ip a prime andp( h, for somegEG}. Let a(G)=max{w(X(l))IX 
an irreducible character of G}, and p(G) = {p (p a prime and pi x( 1) for 
some irreducible character x of G}. 
Huppert has conjectured that if G is a finite solvable group, then 
[p(G)1 < 2o(G). This conjecture has been verified when o(G) = 1 by Manz 
[4] and when o(G) = 2 by Gluck [ 11. It has also been shown [2] that 
(p(G)1 < 3a(G) + 32. 
Recently there have been theorems showing a parallelism between results 
for characters and results for conjugacy classes. At the 1989 International 
Group Theory Conference in Bressanone, Professor Huppert asked 
whether this parallelism extended to relating p(G) and m(G) in a way 
analogous to results relating p(G) and o(G). There is some indication that 
this is possible since Chillag and Herzog [S] have shown IJ?(G)l 6 21x(G) if 
a(G) = 1. In this paper we find a parallel to the work of Gluck by showing 
I/?(G)1 Q 21x(G) if U(G) = 2. In particular, the following theorem is proved. 
THEOREM A. Assume G is a finite solvable group; then Ip( < 4 if 
a(G) = 2. 
It is well known that if G is a finite group then p Ih, for some x E G if 
and only if pi IG/Z(G)l. Therefore, Theorem A can be restated in the 
following form. 
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COROLLARY B. Assume G is a finite solvable group and h r is divisible by 
at most two distinct primes for all x E G; then [G/Z(G)1 has at most four 
distinct prime divisors. 
1 
If y is a set of primes and G is a solvable group, let G, and G,, denote 
Hall y- (respectively Hall y’-) subgroups of G. If H n G and A is a non- 
empty subset in G, let A denote the homomorphic image of A in G = G/H. 
Since C,(X) < C,(X) for x E G, h, 1 h,. 
LEMMA 1. Assume that G is a solvable group and r is a prime divisor 
of IGI. 
(i) If g is an r-element which normalizes a non-trivial r-subgroup R, 
then either r I h, or [R, g] = 1. 
(ii) If R is a minimal normal r-subgroup of G and v is a prime such 
that O,(G/C,(R)) # 1, then v 1 h, for all x E R#. 
(iii) Zf H, K are subgroups such that R < Co(H) v Co(K), where R is 
an r-group, then R < C,(H) or R < Co(K). 
Proof: (i) Since G is solvable, G = NG(R1) O,(G), where R, is a Sylow 
r-subgroup of O,,,,(G) and C,(R,) < R, O,(G) [3, Theorem 6.3.31. Let 
G= G/O,(G) and A denote the image of a set A in G. If g # 1, then 
CENT - C,(R,). Therefore, R, n G yields G, $ C,(g) for any G, of 
G. Hence, r ) hg and hg ) h, yields r) h,. If lgl= 1, then ge O,(G) and 
Cg, RI = 1. 
(ii) Let V be a Sylow v-subgroup of K, where K/Co(R) = 
O,(G/C,(R)); then K = VC,(R) and G = NJ V) Co(R). It follows that 
C,(V) n G. Now C,(V) $ R and the minimality of R yield C,(V) = 1. 
Thus, v#r and vlh, for all XER#. 
(iii) The result follows since for any group G if G = A u B, where A 
and B are subgroups, it is well known that GE A or G s B. 
The proof of Theorem A relies heavily on the observation that if x 
and y are elements of co-prime order in G which commute, then 
h, = IGl/lC,(x) n C,( y)l implies that every prime divisor of h, or h, 
divides h,. 
We will say G satisfies Hypothesis A, if G is a counter-example of 
minimal order to Theorem A. 
LEMMA 2. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis A; then Z(G) = 1. 
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Prooj Suppose pl /Z(G)/ and let 1 # P, be a minimal normal subgroup 
of Z(G). Let H> P, be the subgroup of G such that H/P, = Z(G/P,). Since 
IG/P, I < IGI and G/P, satisfies the Hypothesis of Theorem A, lG/Hl is 
divisible by at most four primes. Let g be a p/-element of H; then 
PI <Z(G) yields (g) a G. Now [g, G] Q (g) nP, implies that 
gEZ(G),,,. Hence H=Z(G),!xH,. Sinceplh, for some XEG if and only 
if p\ IG/Z(G)I, we may assume H, = G, but G,, = H, 4 Z(G). Therefore, 
G, n G. Now [G,, Gp,] d PI and [Pi, G,,] = 1 yield G=G,,xG, [3, 
Theorem 5.51. Hence, there is an XE G, such that pi h,. If y E G,,, then 
A,.= IGp81CGJy)l. Hence, ph,IkyJ1, and h,. is a prime power. By [5], 
IG,! l/lZ(G,.)l has at most two prime divisors. Now Z(G,.) < Z(G) yields 
w() G/Z( G)J ) ,< 3, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis A and P is a non-trivial 
minimal normal p-subgroup of G; then G, = P. 
Proof: Let G= G/P and A denote the image of a set in G. Since 
/Cl < JGJ, It?/Z(G)I is divisible by at most four primes. Thus, there is a 
prime t such that G,=Z(G), but tl IG/Z(G)l = JGI. If t = p, then G, a G 
and G = G,, x G,. Now Z(G) = 1 and P < Z(G,) yield [G,. , G,] = P and 
G, = C,(G,,) x P. Hence, Z( C,(G,,)) d Z(G) = 1 yields P = G,. Thus, we 
may assume t # p. 
We next show G = C,(P) G,. G = G,, x G, yields G = C,( G,) P. 
Now Z(G)= 1 implies that (jC,(P)(, t)= 1. Since G,C,(P)/C,(P)< 
Z(G/C,(P)), if G # C,(P) G,, then there is a prime v # t such that 
O,(G/C,(P)) # 1. By Lemma l(ii), tv I h, for xP E P#. Thus, (tv, p) = 1. Let 
r be any prime, such that r 4 {t, v, p); then tv I hXp implies that some 
G, ,< C,(x,). If g E G,? , then h.yP Ih,, yields h, = vbtu. Since G = C&G,) P, 
a = 0 and h, = vb > 1. It follows that P 6 G, < C,(G,). Therefore, C,(P) >, 
G,,,,,, where r, s are distinct primes, r, s$ {v,p, t}. 
If y is any p’-element of C,(P), then h, I hxO, for xP E P# implies 
h,, = vbt”. Now G = C,(G,)P again implies h, = vb > 1. Hence, if VI I C,(P)/, 
let V be a Sylow v-subgroup of C,(P). Now P 4 G implies C,(P) LL G. 
Hence V is a normal subgroup of some G,. Thus, there is an element 
y E Z(G,) n I’. Now h,, = vb > 1 is a contradiction. Therefore 
(IC,(P)I, v) = 1. Now G{,,, d C,(P) LI G yields G, < N,(G,) u N&G,) 
for some G,, G, of G. Since G, n C,(P) = 1, p( h, for gE Cf. Hence, 
by Lemma l(i), gE C&G,) u C&G,). Thus, G, < C&G,) u C&G,) and 
Lemma l(iii) implies that we may assume G, d C,(G,). Hence, vb = h, for 
y E CT yields b = 0. This contradicts Z(G) = 1. Therefore, G = C,(P) G,. 
G = C&G,) P = C,(P) G, yields G = C,(G, P) x PG,. Let u be any prime 
dividing I C,(G, P)l; then every Sylow u subgroup of G centralizes P. It 
follows that if UI IC,(G,P)/C,,,,,,,(g)J for gEC,(G,P), then u(h,, for 
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x E P#. Now g centralizes all Sylow I-subgroups of G so ut 1 h,. Hence, the 
number of elements in any C,(G,P)-class of C,(G,P)# is a prime power. 
By [S], at most two primes divide JC,(G, P)/Z(C,(G, P))l. However, 
Z( C&G, P)) Q Z(G) = 1 yields a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem A. Let y denote the set of prime divisors of IF(G 
By Lemma 3, F(G) = nPtY G, is an abelian Hall y-subgroup of G. Let 
G = G/F(G) and A denote the image of A in G. We first show w( JGI) ,< 2. 
If xeG#, then x 4 C,(F(G)) = P(G) implies that p ) h, for some p E y by 
Lemma 1. Now (ICI, IF(G) 1 so that ph,lh,. It follows that h, is a 
prime-power whence w( 1 G/Z( G)I ) 6 2. Therefore, w( IGI ) 2 3 implies that 
there are distinct primes U, t such that U, rj IF(G Since t, u 4 y, there are 
primes p, q (conceivably p = q) in y such that O,(G/C,(G,)) # 1 and 
O,(G/C,(G,)) # 1. Since G, and G, are minimal normal subgroups of G by 
Lemma 3, Lemma 1 (ii) implies t I hxp for every xp E Gt and u 1 hxq for every 
xq E Gz . If p = q, then lu 1 h,. If p # q, then 2~) hXp.Yq. In either case, there 
is an x E F(G) such that tu 1 h,. Let u be a prime divisor of ICI, where 
u $ (t, u). Since tu( h,, G, d C,(x) for some Sylow u-subgroup. Let g E G,. 
Now (u, I (.x)1 ) = 1 implies every prime divisor of h, and h, divides h,. 
Thus, tu( h, implies that h, = Pub. Therefore, IF(G)/ I /C,(g)/ and F(G) 
the Hall y-subgroup implies F(G) 6 C,(g). This is a contradiction. Hence 
w( IGI ) d 2 and IF(G)1 is divisible by at least three primes. 
Let u be a prime divisor of /Cl; then there is a prime pJ IF( such that 
G, 4 C&G,). Let r E y - (p), if G, 6 C,(G,) u C,(G,); then Lemma l(i) 
and Lemma l(iii) imply there is a g E G,# with pr ( h,. Therefore, 
G, d C,(g), where s E y - {p, r}. Since (s, U) = 1, pr I h,, and h, I h,, for 
XE Gg imply that h, is a {p, r} number. However, XE F(G) and F(G) 
abelian already yield G,G, d C,(x). Thus, XE Z(G) = 1, which is a 
contradiction. Hence, G, d C,(G,) u C,(G,) and Lemma l(iii) implies 
G, < C,(G,). Since r was an arbitrary prime in y - (p}, G, < C,(F(G),,). 
If w() GI ) = 2, there is a prime u # u dividing ICI. The same argument 
yields a prime qEy such that G, d C&F(G),,). Since IyI 2 3, there is a 
prime r such that G, < F(G),, n F(G),,. Now F(G) abelian and w( IGI ) < 2 
yield G, < Z(G), a contradiction. If w( IGI ) = 1, then F(G),. < Z(G) by the 
same argument, which is again a contradiction. 
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